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Abstract— Spatial representations are fundamental to mobile
robots operating in uncertain environments. Two frequentlyused representations are occupancy grid maps, which only
model metric information, and object-based world models,
which only model object attributes. Many tasks represent space
in just one of these two ways; however, because objects must be
physically grounded in metric space, these two distinct layers
of representation are fundamentally linked. We develop an approach that maintains these two sources of spatial information
separately, and combines them on demand. We illustrate the
utility and necessity of combining such information through
applying our approach to a collection of motivating examples.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spatial representations are fundamental to mobile robots
operating in uncertain environments. A navigating mobile
robot needs to know which places are free to move into and
what obstacles it might collide with. A mobile manipulation
robot cooking at home needs to be able to find and detect
objects such as kitchen utensils and ingredients. These two
tasks typically represent space in distinct ways: navigation
with occupancy grid maps, which we will refer to as ‘metriclevel’; mobile manipulation with objects and their attributes,
which is ‘object-level’. Many tasks represent space in just
one of these two ways, use them in parallel without information flow, or infer one solely from the other, but rarely is
there any interaction between the two levels.
Consider a motivating example, as depicted in Fig. 1. Here,
a mobile robot with a camera mounted on top takes an image
and sees the side of a shelf on a table. From the camera point
cloud, it infers that a shelf of some known or measured size
is present, and estimates the shelf’s pose, shown in red and
indicated by the white arrow. Even though most of the shelf
lies within an unobserved region of space, as indicated by
the gray ‘fog’ on the right, the robot can infer that the space
overlapping with the box at its estimated pose is occupied (by
the shelf). This is an example of object-to-metric inference.
Through the act of seeing the shelf, the robot also knows
that the rays between its camera and the front of the shelf
passed through free (unoccupied) space. Since this space is
free, the robot can also infer that no objects are present in
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Fig. 1. A mobile robot uses object detections to infer regions of occupied
space, and uses free space observations to eliminate possible locations of
objects. Our framework allows inference across representational layers as
depicted by the graphical model; please see Secs. III–V for details.

this space. This is an example of metric-to-object inference.
We will consider more examples of both types of information
interaction in this paper.
With effort, it is typically possible to use only a single
layer of spatial representation. However, this can unnecessarily complicate the storage of information and the updating
of the representation, because certain types of information
from sensors are more compatible with specific types of
representation. An identified rigid object is inherently atomic,
but this is not respected when treated as a collection of
discretized grid cells. If the object is moved, then instead
of simply updating a ‘pose’ attribute in the object state,
the the entire collection of grid cells will need to be
updated. Conversely, free space is easy to represent in an
occupancy grid. However, because it provides information
about the absence of any object, which amounts to ‘cutting
holes’ in each object’s pose distribution, forcing free space
information to be kept in pose space leads to complicated
pose distributions and updates that scale with the number
of known objects instead of the number of newly observed
cells. Moreover, much of this complex updating is wasted,
because information about a local region of free space would
not affect an object’s pose unless the object is nearby.
Our goal is to combine the advantages of each layer of
representation and provide a framework for integrating both
types of information. In particular, we adopt the philosophy
of keeping each type of information in its ‘natural’ representation, where it can be easily updated, and only combining
them when queries about specific states are made. This is an
efficiency trade-off between filtering and querying; we strive
for simplicity and compactness in the former by delaying
computation to query-time. The specific representational
choices made will be explored in greater detail in Sec. III.
To illustrate our strategy, Sec. IV develops, in detail,
the approach for a concrete one-dimensional discrete world

involving a single object. The general case is in fact not too
different, and will be covered in Sec. V. Several example
applications of the framework are presented in Sec. VI,
where we will demonstrate, for example, how free space
information can be used to reduce uncertainty in object type
and pose, and why object-level representations are necessary
to maintain an accurate metric spatial representation.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since Moravec and Elfes [1] pioneered the occupancy grid
model of space, occupancy grids have been used extensively
in robotics, most notably in mapping. These maps have paved
the way for tasks such as navigation and motion planning,
in which knowledge of free and occupied spaces is sufficient
for success. However, as we move to tasks that require richer
interaction with the world, such as locating and manipulating
objects, occupancy information alone is insufficient.
In the mapping community, there has been recognition that
using metric representations only is insufficient. In particular,
the rise of topological mapping, and the combination of
the two in hybrid metric-topological mapping ([2]) suggests
the utility of going beyond metric representations. These
hybrid representations have been successfully applied in
tasks such as navigation ([3]). A related field that has been
growing recently is semantic mapping (e.g., [4], [5], [6], [7]),
where typically the focus is to endow topological regions
of space with semantic attributes, such as in the task of
place classification. Topological and semantic information is
typically extracted from metric layers (occupancy grids).
Some works in semantic mapping do place greater emphasis on the detailed modeling of objects (e.g., [8], [9], [10]).
However, as with the hybrid mapping community, objectbased information is rarely propagated back down to the
metric level. The importance of objects is underscored by
the existence of large computer vision communities that are
dedicated to detecting and recognizing objects. Sophisticated
methods (e.g., [11], [12], [13]) exist to build and maintain
world models, which are representations of space in terms
of objects and their attributes. Although vision techniques
typically rely on geometric features to infer object existence,
we are not aware of any method that allows for information
to flow in the reverse direction, as we do in this paper.
III. P ROBLEM D EFINITION AND S OLUTION S TRATEGY
Consider a well-localized robot making observations in a
world containing stationary objects. Since the contents of
a spatial representation is ultimately a state estimate, we
first describe the state. We assume that each object obj i
is described by a fixed set of attributes of interest, whose
values are concatenated into a vector xi . Likewise, the world
is discretized into a metric grid (not necessarily evenly
spaced), where each cell cellj is endowed with another set
of attributes with value mj . For concreteness, it may help
to consider xi being the object pose (assuming we know
which object it is), and mj being the binary occupancy value
for cellj . We shall explore this case further in Sec. IV, and
subsequently generalize to other attributes in Sec. V.

The objects’ states {xi } and the cells’ states {mj } are not
known, and are imperfectly sensed by the robot. We assume
that the perception framework returns two independent types
j
of observations, {zi1:Z } and {w1:W
}, revealing information
about the objects and cells respectively. The subscripts indicate that each object/cell may have multiple observations.
Observations may be raw sensor readings or be the output
of some intermediate perception pipeline. For example, wj
may be range sensor readings, whereas zi may be the output
of an object detection and pose estimation pipeline.
For convenience, we will use the following shorthand
in the rest of the paper. As in the above presentation,
superscripts always refer to the index of the object/cell.
To avoid the clutter of set notation, we will denote the
set of all objects’ states, {xi }, by x• ; specific indices will
denote individual states (e.g., xi is obj i ’s state). Similarly,
mj is cellj ’s state, whereas m• refers to the states of all
cells (previously {mj }). Likewise, for observations, zik is
the k’th observation associated with obj i , zi• is the set of
observations associated with obj i , and z• is the set of all
object observations (previously {zi1:Z }).
Our goal is to estimate the marginal posterior distributions:
P(x• | z• , w• ) and P(m• | z• , w• ) .

(1)

In most of our examples, such as the object-pose/celloccupancy one described above, x• and m• are dependent:
given that an object is in pose x, the cells that overlap with
the object at pose x must be occupied. Such object-based
dependencies also tend to be local to the space that the
object occupies and hence very non-uniform: cells that do not
overlap with the object are essentially unaffected. The lack
of uniformity dashes all hopes of a nice parametric update
to the objects’ states. For example, if mj is known to be
free, all poses that overlap mj must have zero probability,
thereby creating a ‘hole’ in pose space that is impossible to
represent using a typical Gaussian pose distribution.
As a result, we must resort to non-parametric representations, such as a collection of samples, to achieve good
approximations to the posterior distributions. However, the
dimension of the joint state grows with the number of objects
and the size of the world, and sampling in the joint state
quickly becomes intractable in any realistic environment.
This approach can be made feasible with aggressive factoring
of the state space; however, combining different factors
correctly simply introduces another fusion problem. Filtering
a collection of samples over time, or particle filtering ([14],
[15]), also introduces particle-set maintenance issues.
Instead of filtering in the joint state and handling complex
dependencies, our strategy is to filter separately in the object
and metric spaces, and merge them on demand as queries
about either posterior are made. Our philosophy is to trade
off filter accuracy for runtime efficiency (by using more
restrictive representations that each require ignoring different
parts of the perceived data), while ensuring that appropriate
corrections are made when answering queries. By making
typical independence assumptions within each layer, we can
leverage standard representations such as a Kalman filter (for

object pose) and an occupancy grid (for metric occupancy) to
make filtering efficient. Specifically, we propose to maintain
the following distributions in two filters:
P(x• | z• ) and

P(m• | w• ) ,

(2)

and only incorporate the other source of information at query
time. Computing the posteriors in Eqn. 1 from the filtered
distributions in Eqn. 2 is the subject of the next section.
IV. T HE O NE -D IMENSIONAL , S INGLE -O BJECT C ASE
To ground our discussion of the solution strategy, in this
section we consider a simple instance of the general problem
discussed in the previous section. In particular, we focus
on the case of estimating the (discrete) location of a single
static object and the occupancy of grid cells in a discretized
one-dimensional world. The general problem involving more
objects and other attributes is addressed in Sec. V.
A. Formulation
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The single-object, 1-D instance is defined as follows:
The 1-D world consists of C contiguous, unit-width cells
with indices 1 ≤ j ≤ C.
A static object of interest, with known length L, exists in
the world. Its location, the lowest cell index it occupies,
is the only attribute being estimated. Hence its state x
satisfies x ∈ [1, C − L + 1] , {1, . . . , C − L + 1}.
We are also interested in estimating the occupancy of each
cell cellj . Each cell’s state mj is binary, with value 1 if
it is occupied and 0 if it is free.
Cells may be occupied by the object, occupied by
‘dirt’/‘stuff’, or be free. ‘Stuff’ refers to physically-existing
entities that we either cannot yet or choose not to identify.
Imagine only seeing the tip of a handle (which makes the
object difficult to identify) or, as the name suggests, a
ball of dirt (which we choose to ignore except note its
presence). We will not explicitly distinguish between the
two types of occupancy; the cell’s state has value 1 if it is
occupied by either the object or ‘stuff’, and 0 if it is free.
The assumption above, that cells can be occupied by nonobject entities, allows us to ascribe a simple prior model
of occupancy: each cell is occupied independently with
known probability P(mj = 1) = ψ. This prior model
and cell independence assumption are commonly used in
the occupancy grid literature (see, e.g., [16]). This may be
inaccurate, especially if the object is long and ψ is small.
Noisy observations z• of the single object’s location x and
observations w• of the cells’ occupancies m• are made.
We will be intentionally agnostic to the specific sensor
model used, and only assume that appropriate filters are
used in light of the noise models.
The object and metric filters maintain P(x | z• ) and
P(m• | w• ) respectively. We assume that the former is a
discrete distribution over the domain of x, and the latter
is an occupancy grid, using the standard log-odds ratio
P(mj =1 | wj )
`j = log P(mj =0 | w•j ) for each cell’s occupancy.
•
States of distinct cells are assumed to be conditionally
independent given the object state x. This is a relaxation

of the assumption cells are independent, which is typically assumed in occupancy grids. The current assumption
disallows arbitrary dependencies between cells; only dependencies mediated by objects are allowed. For example,
two adjacent cells may be occupied by the same object and
hence are dependent if the object’s location is not known.
As mentioned in the previous section, what makes this
problem interesting is that x and m• are dependent. In
this case, the crucial link is that an object that is located
at x necessarily occupies cells with indices j ∈ J (x) ,
[x, x + L − 1], and therefore these cells must have as state
mj = 1. This means that states of a subset of cells are
strongly dependent on the object state, and we expect this to
appear in the metric posterior P(m• | z• , w• ). Likewise, occupancy/freeness of a cell also supports/opposes respectively
the hypothesis that an object overlaps the cell. However,
the latter dependency is weaker than the former one, as an
occupied cell can be due to ‘dirt’ (or other objects, though
not in this case), and a free cell typically only eliminates a
small portion of the object location hypotheses.
B. Cell occupancy posterior
We now use this link between x and m• to derive the
desired posterior distributions from Eqn. 1. We first consider
the posterior occupancy mj of a single cell cellj . Intuitively,
we expect that if the object likely overlaps cellj , the posterior
occupancy should be close to 1, whereas if the object is
unlikely to overlap the cell, then the posterior occupancy
should be dictated by the ‘stuff’ prior and relevant occupancy
observations (w•j ). Since we do not know the exact location
of the object, we instead have to consider all possibilities:
P(mj | z• , w• ) =

X

P(mj | x, w•j ) P(x | z• , w• ) .

(3)

x

In the first term, because x is now explicitly considered,
object observations z• are no longer informative and are
dropped. Since we assumed that cells are conditionally independent given the object state, all other cells’ observations
are dropped too. The second term is the posterior distribution
on the object location, which will be discussed later.
The term P(mj | x, w•j ) can be decomposed further:
P(mj | x, w•j ) ∝ P(w•j | mj ) P(mj | x)

(4)

The second term, P(mj | x), serves as the link between cells
and objects. By the discussion above, for j ∈ J (x), i.e.,
cells that the object at location x overlaps, mj must be
1. In this case, Eqn. 4 is only non-zero for mj = 1, so
/ J (x), the
P(mj = 1 | x, w•j ) must also be 1. For j ∈
cell is unaffected by the object, hence P(mj | x) = P(mj ).
Eqn. 4 in this case is, by reverse application of Bayes’
rule, proportional to P(mj | w•j ), and since this is in fact a
distribution, P(mj | x, w•j ) = P(mj | w•j ). This reflects that
for j ∈
/ J (x), the cell’s state is independent of the object
state. In summary:
P(m

j

| x, w•j )

(
1
if j ∈ J (x),
=
P(mj | w•j ) otherwise.

(5)

This ‘link’ between object and cell states matches the intuition given above: the cell is necessarily occupied if the
object overlaps it; otherwise, the object state is ignored and
only occupancy observations are used. The probability value
P(mj | w•j ) is readily available from the metric filter (for an
occupancy grid with log-odds ratio `j for cellj , the desired
1
probability is 1− 1+exp(`
j ) ). Combining Eqns. 3 and 5 results
in a nicely interpretable posterior:
P(mj | z• , w• ) = poverlap + P(mj | w•j ) (1 − poverlap ) ,

(6)

where poverlap , P(x ∈ [j − L + 1, j] | z• , w• ), the posterior
probability that the object is in a location that overlaps cellj .
To compute this value, we need the object location’s posterior
distribution, which we turn to now.

possible states, computing P(x | z• , w• ) therefore requires
O(LX) time, since Eqn. 7 must be normalized over all
possible x. Finally, we have all the pieces needed to compute
P(mj | z• , w• ) as well using Eqn. 6. To compute both the
object and metric posterior distributions, we first find the
former using Eqn. 9, then find the posterior occupancy of
each cell using Eqn. 6. This procedure requires O(LX + C)
time. In practice, when operating in local regions of large
worlds, it is unlikely that one would want the posterior
occupancy of all cells in the world; only cells of interest
need to have their posterior state computed.

C. Object location posterior
By Bayes’ rule,
P(x | z• , w• ) ∝ P(w• | x, z• ) P(x | z• ) = P(w• | x) P(x | z• ).
(7)

The second term is maintained by the object filter, and in this
context acts as the ‘prior’ of the object location given only
object-level observations. This distribution is adjusted by
the first term, which weighs in the likelihood of occupancy
observations. To evaluate this, we need to consider the latent
cell occupancies m• , and the constraint imposed by x.
Once again, cells overlapping the object must be occupied
(mj = 1), so we only need to consider possibilities for the
other cells. The non-overlapping cells are independent of x,
and are occupied according to the prior model (independently
with probability ψ). Hence:

(a) Filter distributions (input)

(b) Posterior distributions (output)

Fig. 2.
Using only object observations, the object filter maintains a
distribution over the object’s locations (top left). The object filter contains
a single distribution, so top plots each sums to 1, whereas the metric filter
contains a collection of binary distributions, one for each cell, so bottom
plots do not sum to 1. Some cells have increased posterior probability of
occupancy (bottom right), even though no occupancy observations have
been made. Please see text in Sec. IV-D for details.

D. Demonstrations

To illustrate the above approach, we consider two simple
examples where the world contains C = 10 cells and a single
object of length L = 3. In each case, only one type of
information
(object location or cells’ occupancy) has been
X
observed. The methods described in this section are used to
P(w• , m• | x)
P(w• | x) =
m•
propagate the information to the other representation.
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In Fig. 2, we consider the case when only object locations
Y
Y X
P(w•j | mj = 1)
P(w•j | mj ) P(mj ) 
=
have been observed. Fig. 2(a) show distributions obtained
j∈J (x)
j ∈J
/ (x) mj =0
from object (top) and metric (bottom) filters, i.e., P(x | z• )

"
#
•
•
j
j
Y
Y
Y
X
P(m = 1 | w• ) and P(m | w ) respectively. Note that the object filter
P(mj | w•j ) 
=
P(w•j ) 
contains a single distribution, so the top plot sums to 1,
P(mj = 1)
j
j∈J (x)
j ∈J
/ (x) mj
whereas the metric filter contains a collection of binary



distributions, one for each cell, so the bottom plot does not
Y 1 
1

= η(w• ) × 1 × 
(8)
1−
sum to 1. The object filter determines that the object can only
ψ
1 + exp(`j )
j∈J (x)
be located at cells 5–7 (recall that this is the left-most point of
where in the second line we utilized the conditional inde- the object). No occupancy observations have been made, so
pendence of cell states given x to factor the expression, and each cell’s occupancy probability is initially the prior value,
ψ = 0.3. In Fig. 2(b) after applying our framework, the
η(w• ) represents the first product in the penultimate line.
posterior
occupancy distribution P(m• | z• , w• ) reflects the
When substituting Eqn. 8 back into Eqn. 7, recall that
•
•
fact
that
cells
5–9 might be occupied by the object, even
since w is given, and we only need P(w | x) up to
•
though
no
occupancy
measurements have been made. In
proportionality, we can ignore the η(w ) term. Hence:


particular,
all
possibilities
of the object location require cell7

Y 1 
1
•
to
be
occupied,
hence
its
occupancy probability is 1. Cells
 P(x | z• ). (9)
P(x | z• , w ) ∝ 
1−
ψ
1 + exp(`j )
with
no
possible
overlap
with
the object are left unchanged.
j∈J (x)
The distribution on object location is unchanged, too, since
Note that the expression above only contains O(L) terms, there are no additional observations to be considered.
since J (x) contains exactly L cells. The complexity thereIn Fig. 3, only occupancies of some cells have been
fore scales with the number of cells the object affects, observed. Cells 5–7 have many observations indicating that
instead of with the whole world (containing C cells, which they are free, and cell 4 had only one observation indicating
is potentially much greater than L). For discrete x with X
that it is occupied. No object observations have been made,

(a) Filter distributions (input)

(b) Posterior distributions (output)

Fig. 3. Using only cell occupancy/freeness observations, the posterior of
the object’s location is changed drastically even though the object has never
been observed. Please see text in Sec. IV-D for details.

so the object location distribution is uniform over the feasible
range. The free cells in the middle of the location posterior
distribution (top right) indicate that it is highly unlikely
that any object can occupy those cells (which correspond
to x ∈ [3, 7]). This makes the posterior distribution multimodal. Also, the weak evidence that cell4 is occupied gives
a slight preference for x = 2. Again, even though the object
has never been observed, the posterior distribution on its
location is drastically narrowed! Unlike the previous case,
the occupancy distribution has changed, too, by virtue of the
domain assumption that an object must exist. Unobserved
cells are also affected by this process; in fact, cell2 and cell3
are now even more likely to be occupied than cell4 (which
had the only observation of being occupied) because of the
possibility that x = 1.
V. G ENERALIZING TO A RBITRARY S TATES
The previous section used several concrete simplifications:
the world was one-dimensional, exactly one object existed
in the world, the object’s shape (length) was given, and
the only attributes considered were object location and cell
occupancy. We will remove all these simplifications in this
section. We will also discuss a way of handling continuous
object states at the end.
Despite removing many simplifications, the conceptual
framework for computing the two desired posterior distributions is actually quite similar to the development in the
previous section. The major differences now are that multiple
objects are present (x• , z• instead of x, z), and that domainspecific derivations are no longer applicable in general. We
still require the core representational assumption that an
object-based filter and a metric-based filter are maintained to
provide efficient access to P(x• | z• ) and P(m• | w• ) respectively. The latter will typically be maintained independently
for each cell, with distribution P(mj | w•j ) for cellj . The
typical grid cell assumptions are retained as well: cell states
are conditionally independent given all object states, and
states have a known prior distribution P(mj ).
Following the derivation in Eqns. 3 and 4, we get for
cellj ’s posterior distribution:

Again assuming that we have already computed the posterior
object state P(x• | z• , w• ), all other terms are given except
for P(mj | x• ). This distribution is the fundamental link
between cells and objects, specifying in a generative fashion
how objects’ states affect each cell’s state (which can be
considered individually since cell states are conditionally
independent given x• ). We will see other examples of this
linking distribution in the next section.
For the posterior distribution on object states, we can
likewise follow the derivation in Eqns. 7 and 8:
P(x• | z• , w• ) ∝ P(w• | x• ) P(x• | z• ), where
X
P(w• | m• ) P(m• | x• )
P(w• | x• ) =

(12)

•

=

m
"
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m•

j

#"
P(w•j | mj )

#
Y

P(mj | x• )

j

"
#
Y X P(mj | w•j )
j
•
∝
P(m | x ) .
P(mj )
j
j

(13)

m

Again, all terms needed to compute the above are available
from the filters, the cell prior, and the object-cell link
P(mj | x• ) described earlier.
As in the previous section, we can compute this latter
posterior distribution more efficiently by considering only
the cells that objects affect. For any particular assignment to
x• , let J (x• ) be defined to be the indices of cells whose
state mj depends on x• . This implies that if j ∈
/ J (x• ),
then P(mj | x• ) = P(mj ), and their respective terms in the
product of Eqn. 13 are independent of x• . In fact, for j ∈
/
J (x• ), the sum is equal to 1, a consequence of the fact that
P(w•j | x• ) = P(w•j ) in this case. Hence:
P(x• | z• , w• )


Y X P(mj | w•j )
j
•
P(m | x ) P(x• | z• ) .
∝
j)
P(m
•
j

(14)

j∈J (x ) m

Similar to Eqn. 9, the number of product terms has been
reduced from the number of cells to O(|J (x• )|), for each
x• . This is potentially a major reduction because objects,
for each particular state they are in, may only affect a small
number of cells (e.g., the ones they occupy). Unfortunately,
the expression still scales with the domain size of x• , which
grows exponentially with the number of objects. In practice,
approximations can be made by bounding the number of
objects considered jointly and aggressively partitioning objects into subsets that are unlikely to interact with each other.
Alternatively, sampling values of x• from the filter posterior
P(x• | z• ) can produce good state candidates.
Object state attributes can be continuous, for example
using Gaussian distributions to represent pose. However,
the above framework can only handle discrete states. Apart
X
from discretizing the state space, one can instead sample
P(mj | x• , w•j ) P(x• | z• , w• ) , where
P(mj | z• , w• ) =
objects’ states from the filter P(x• | z• ) and use Eqn. 14 to
x•
form
an approximate posterior distribution, represented as a
(10)
j
j
weighted
collection of samples. These samples can then be
P(m | w• )
P(mj | x• ) .used in Eqn. 10 to compute a Monte-Carlo estimate of cellj ’s
P(mj | x• , w•j ) ∝ P(w•j | mj ) P(mj | x• ) ∝
j
P(m )
posterior distribution P(x• | z• , w• ).
(11)

VI. A PPLICATIONS
In this section, we will look at several scenarios where
object-based and metric-based information need to be considered together. First, we will introduce additional attributes
(besides location and occupancy from Sec. IV).
A. Shape-based object identification
When detecting and tracking objects in the world, uncertainty typically arises in more attributes than just location/pose. In particular, object recognition algorithms are
prone to confusing object types, especially if we only have
a limited view of the object of interest. When multiple
instances of the same object type are present, we also run into
data association issues. Furthermore, we may even be unsure
about the number of objects in existence. Sophisticated filters
(e.g., [10], [11], [12], [13]) can maintain distributions over
hypotheses of the world, where a hypothesis in our context
is a assignment to the joint state x• .
Let us revisit the one-dimensional model of Sec. IV again,
this time with uncertainty in the object type. In particular,
the single object’s length L is unknown, and is treated as
an attribute in x• (in addition to the object’s location).
Suppose that after making some observations of the object,
we get P(x• | z• ) from the filter, as shown in Fig. 5(a)
(top). The filter has identified two possible lengths of the
object (L = 3, 5). Here we visualize the two-dimensional
distribution as a stacked histogram, where the bottom bars
(red) shows the location distribution for L = 3, and the top
bars (black) for L = 5. The total height of the bars is the
marginal distribution of the object’s location. Suppose we
have also observed that cell7 is most likely empty, and cell8
most likely occupied (the occupancy grid gives probability
of occupancy 0.01 and 0.99 for the two cells respectively).
The posterior distributions obtained by combining the filters’
distributions is shown on in Fig. 5(b).
In the object-state posterior, the main difference is that the
probability mass has shifted away from the L = 5 object
type, and towards locations on the left. Both effects are
caused by the free space observations of cell7 . Because all
locations for L = 5 states cause the object to overlap cell7 ,
implying that cell7 is occupied, the observations that suggest
otherwise cause the marginal probability of L = 5 to drop
from 0.50 to 0.10. The drop in probability for locations 5
and 6 is due to the same reason. In conclusion, incorporating occupancy information has allowed us to reduce the
uncertainty in both object location and object type (length).
Interestingly, among the L = 5 states, although location
3 had the highest probability from the object filter, it has
the lowest posterior probability mass. This minor effect
comes from the likely occupancy of cell8 , which lends more
evidence to the other L = 5 states (which overlap cell8 )
but not for location 3 (which does not overlap). However,
the strong evidence of cell8 ’s occupancy has much less of
an effect compared to the free space evidence of cell7 . This
example highlights the fundamental asymmetry in occupancy
information. Recall that the prior model allows for unidentified, non-object ‘stuff’ to exist in the world, stochastically

(a) Filter distributions (input)

(b) Posterior distributions (output)

Fig. 5. A 1-D scenario with a single object, but now the object’s length
is uncertain as well. The object filter (top left) determines that the object
may have length L = 3 or 5, and for either case, may be in one of several
locations. Because of a strong free space occupancy observation in cell7 ,
the uncertainty in object length has decreased significantly in the posterior
object distribution (top right), because a L = 5 object must contradict the
free space evidence of cell7 . Please see text in Sec. VI-A for more details.

with probability ψ. That cell8 is occupied only suggests it is
overlapped by some object, or contains ‘stuff’. In particular,
this is the interpretation for cell8 for the two most likely
L = 3 states in the posterior. An object overlapping the
cell would gain evidence, but the cell’s occupancy does
not need to be explained by an object. In contrast, cell7
being free means that none of the objects can overlap it,
thereby enforcing a strong constraint on each object’s state.
In the example shown in Fig. 5, this constraint allowed us
to identify that the object is most likely of shorter length.
B. Physical non-interpenetration constraints
When multiple objects are present in the world, a new
physical constraint appears: objects cannot interpenetrate
each other ([17]). For example, in the 1-D scenario, this
means that for any pair of blocks, the one on the right
must have location xr ≥ xl + Ll , where xl and Ll is the
location and length of the left block respectively. This is a
constraint in the joint state space that couples together all
object location/pose variables. One possible solution is to
build in the constraint into the domain of x• by explicitly
disallowing joint states that violate this constraint. Although
this is theoretically correct, it forces filtering to be done in
the intractable joint space of all object poses, since there is
in general no exact way to factor the constraint.
We now consider an alternate way to handle object noninterpenetration that is made possible by considering metric
cell occupancies. So far, we have only distinguished between
cells being occupied or free, but in the former case there is
no indication as to what occupies the cell. In particular, the
model so far allows interpenetration because two objects can
occupy the same cell, and the cell state being occupied is
still consistent. To disallow this, we consider expanding the
occupancy attribute for grid cells. We propose splitting the
previous ‘occupied’ value (mj = 1) into separate values,
one for each object index, and one additional value for
‘stuff’/unknown. That is, the cell not only indicates that it is
occupied, but also which object is occupying it (if known).
Then in the object-metric link P(mj | x• ), if, for example,
obj 2 overlaps cellj , mj is enforced to have value 2. The noninterpenetration constraint naturally emerges, since if obj 1
and obj 2 interpenetrate, they must overlap in some cell cellj ,

(a) Filter obj 1 , obj 2 marginals

(b) Posterior (obj 1 , obj 2 ) joint

(c) Posterior obj 1 , obj 2 marginals

(d) Marginals with cell2 , cell10 free

Fig. 4. A 1-D scenario with two objects. When multiple objects are present, a physical non-interpenetration constraint is introduced. (a) The filter maintains
the object locations as a product of marginals, which does not respect the constraint. The red/black bars are for obj 1 locations with lengths L = 3 and 5
respectively; the yellow bars are for obj 2 locations. (b) After considering the constraint in metric occupancy space, the posterior joint distribution shows
that the two object locations are highly coupled. (c) The posterior marginal distributions reflect the constraint’s effects: locations in the middle are unlikely
either object’s left-most cell, because it forces the other object into low-probability states. (d) If additionally cell2 and cell10 are observed to likely be
free, only a few joint states are possible. Also, the possibility of obj 1 having length L = 5 is essentially ruled out. Please see text in Sec. VI-B for details.

whose value is enforced to be both 1 and 2, a situation with
zero probability. Such violating joint object states are hence
naturally pruned out when evaluating the posterior (Eqn. 14).
In particular, even if the object filter’s distribution contains
violating states with non-zero probability, by considering the
objects’ effects on grid cells the constraint is enforced and
such violating states have zero probability in P(x• | z• , w• ).
We can therefore use a more efficient filter representation that
ignores the constraint, such as a product of marginal location
distributions, and enforce the constraint at query time when
metric information is incorporated.
In our 1-D world with two objects, suppose their locations
are maintained by the filter as a product of marginal distributions, as depicted in Fig. 4(a). The marginal distribution for
obj 1 is shown in red/black bars; the yellow bars represent
the marginal distribution for obj 2 . In addition, there is
uncertainty in the length of obj 1 . Note that this also factors
into the non-interpenetration constraint, since, for example,
obj 1 at x1 = 4 with L = 3 is compatible with obj 2 at
x2 = 7, but this is not true for obj 1 with L = 5 and the same
locations. After enforcing the non-interpenetration constraint
by reasoning about metric cell states, the posterior joint
object location distribution is shown in Fig. 4(b). Here white
location-pairs have zero probability, and the most likely joint
state (x1 , x2 ) = (3, 6) has joint probability of 0.2. Based
on the marginals and the constraint, obj 1 must be to the
left of obj 2 , hence the only non-zero probabilities are above
the diagonal. The posterior marginal distributions of the two
objects’ states are depicted in Fig. 4(c). Locations in the
middle are less likely for both objects since, for each object,
such locations force the other object into low-probability
states. Also, the length L must be 3 the two right-most obj 1
locations, otherwise it will be impossible to fit obj 2 in any
locations with non-zero marginal probability.
Suppose we additionally observe that cell2 and cell10
are likely to be empty. This greatly restricts the states of
the objects; the posterior marginal distributions of the two
objects’ states in this case is shown in Fig. 4(d). We see
that there are basically only two likely locations for obj 1
now, and that its length is most likely 3 (with probability 0.98). This is because the additional cell observations
constrain both objects to be between cell2 and cell9 , of
which the only object location possibilities are (x1 , x2 ) ∈

{(3, 6), (3, 7), (4, 7)}. The larger marginal distribution of
obj 1 at location 3 is due to the fact that two joint states
are possible, and each has relatively high probability from
the input marginal distributions given by the objects filter.
In summary, occupancy information can both enforce
physical non-interpenetration constraints, as well as reduce
uncertainty in object states via free space observations.
C. Demonstration on robot
We have also empirically validated our approach on a
small real-world example, as shown in Fig. 6 and in the
accompanying video (http://lis.csail.mit.edu/
movies/ICRA14_1678_VI_fi.mp4). The initial setup
is shown in Fig. 6(a): a toy train is placed on a table, and a
PR2 robot is attempting to look at it. However, its view is
mostly blocked by a board (Fig. 6(b)); only a small part of
the train’s front is visible. A simple object instance detector
recognizes it as the front of a toy train. The question is, does
the train have one car (short) or two cars (long) (Figs. 6(c)
and 6(d))? The true answer is one train car in this example.
One way to determine the answer is to move away the
occluding board (or equivalently, moving to a better viewpoint). This is depicted by the occupancy grids in Figs. 6(e)6(g). The grid consists of cubes with side length 2cm, within
a 1m × 0.4m × 0.2m volume (hence 104 cubes in total).
The figures show the grid projected onto the table (vertical
dimension collapsed). The yellow and black points show
free space and occupancy observations respectively. These
observations are determined from depth images returned by a
head-mounted Kinect camera: points indicate occupied cells,
and rays between points and the camera contain free cells.
Since it is known that there must be a toy train with at
least one car, performing object-to-metric inference results in
additional cells with inferred potential occupancy, as shown
by the blue (one car) and green (two car) cases. The number
of occupied cells is greater than the train’s volume due to
uncertainty in the object pose; the cells near the middle
have a darker shade because they are more likely to be
occupied. As the board is moved gradually to the right, more
occupancy observations are collected, and eventually there
are free space observations where a second train car should
have occupied (circled in Fig. 6(g)). By inference similar to
that from Sec. VI-A, the two-car case is therefore ruled out.

(a) Demo setup

(b) Robot’s view

(c) Is it 1 car?

(d) Or 2 cars?

(e) Initial: P(1 car) = 0.43

(f) Board moved: P = 0.73

(h) Arm moves inwards: P(1 car) = 0.44

(g) Free space rules out 2-car

(i) Arm overlaps and hence rules out 2-car case

Fig. 6. A 3-D demonstration on a PR2 robot. Plots show occupancy grids with 1m × 0.4m × 0.2m volume, containing 104 cubes of side length 2cm,
with the final (vertical) dimension projected onto the table. Colors depict occupancy type/source: Yellow = free space observation; Black = occupancy
observation; Blue = inferred occupancy from one-car train; Green = inferred occupancy from two-car train; Red = occupied by robot in its current state. In
this projection, the robot is situated at the bottom center of the plot, facing ‘upwards’; the black line observed near the bottom corresponds to the board.
(a)-(b) A toy train is on a table, but only part of the front is visible to the robot. (c)-(d) This is indicative of two possible scenarios: the train has one car
or two cars; there is in fact only one car. (e)-(g) One way to determine the answer is to move the occluding board away. This reveals free space where the
second car would have been (circled in (e)), hence ruling out the two-car case. (h)-(i) Another way is to use the robot arm. If the arm successfully sweeps
through cells without detecting collision, the cells must have originally been free and are now occupied by the arm. Sweeping through where the second
car would have been therefore eliminates the possibility of the train being there. Please see text in Sec. VI-C and the accompanying video for details.

Without moving either the board or the viewpoint, another
way to arrive at the same conclusion is to use the robot arm,
shown in Figs. 6(h) and 6(i). Here, occupancy ‘observations’
(red) are derived from the robot model – cells overlapping
the robot in its current configuration must be occupied by
the robot. In particular, as in Sec. VI-B, we can augment the
occupancy attribute to indicate that these cells are occupied
by the robot. As the robot arm sweeps through the space
where the second train car would have been, no collisions
are detected. This indicates that the space the arm swept
through is free or occupied by the robot, which by inference
similar to that from Sec. VI-B rules out the two-car case.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Through several examples, we demonstrated that there are
many plausible situations in which representing space using
both object-based and metric representations is useful and
necessary. To combine object-based and metric information,
instead of filtering in the complicated joint state space,
we adopted a philosophy of filtering in separate, easilymanageable spaces, then only computing fused estimates
on demand. The approach for combining object-level and
metric-level states was developed extensively in the paper.
The given examples have been on small, low-dimensional
domains. The prospects of directly scaling up the presented
approach are unclear. As discussed in Sec. IV-C, the complexity of the generic inference calculation is O(LX + C),
where L is the number of cells objects occupy, X is the
number of (discrete) attribute settings for all objects, and
C is the number of grid cells in the world. Potential efficiencies may be exploited if X is (approximately) factored
or if adaptive grids such as octrees are used. Nevertheless,
the number of objects and cells needed to represent large
spatial environments will still present challenges. Instead, our
approach is perhaps most useful for fine local estimation: information fusion is only performed for few objects/attributes
and small areas of great interest (e.g., to a given task),
in cases where information from either the object-level or
metric-level representation alone is insufficient.

More theoretical and empirical work is needed to determine the ramifications of our representation when used
in large environments over long periods of time. Handling
continuous and high-dimensional state (attribute) spaces, as
well as scaling up to larger environments containing many
objects, are subjects of future work. Nevertheless, even
in its current simplistic and generic form, our approach
enables novel lines of spatial inference that could not be
accomplished using single layers of spatial representation.
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